
Making finance simple 



Providing Financial Education 

Our business. 

 Introduction

Our service. 

 Finance Essentials for Successful Living

at University

Economic Street 

Providing Financial Education, Delivering Economic Insights 

We are an educational platform with a simple goal: to educate 

and inform the everyday man and woman on various aspects of 

finance and economics, in a manner that makes it easy to 

understand and apply to ordinary life, ultimately 'Making 

finance simple'.

We believe that finance and economics should be made simple so 

everyone can understand and grasp the concepts no matter their 

background. What makes the difference is the way in which it is 

communicated. This is where Economic Street can help. 

We want to encourage young adults to be financially 

intelligent and responsible so they can face and overcome the 

challenging landscape of today's society. We aim to deliver 

this using our professional knowledge and a creative, engaging 

approach.
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Economic Street 

Purpose 

From personal experience, we noticed that neither we nor most of our friends or people 

we encountered were adequately prepared for the challenges at university, specifically in 

this instance, the financial aspects.  

We were rather fortunate that we had a natural financial inclination, aided by our choice 

of degree (Economics), which softened our landing. However, many of our friends were 

not in the same position, and soon fell into bad financial practices, such as: overdraft and 

credit card spending, and failure to pay financial obligations like rent. 

In response to this, we have created a financial series for university students, to equip 

them with the practical skills and information needed to successfully navigate university 

life.  

The hope is that participants will adapt sound financial habits, and in turn, avoid some of 

the pitfalls and difficulties that can arise later in life from poor financial   decisions, such as 

rejected loan applications (car, business, mortgage etc.) and  bankruptcy. 

Outcomes 

Participants will: 

 Receive a good grounding in the main concepts of 
money management.

 Be challenged to consider and formulate a range of 
financial and economic problems they could face, within 
context of own lifestyle.

 Be encouraged to make better financial choices, 
particularly around current spending habits. 

Below are some examples of sessions we provide. We can 
either suggest the topics we feel will be helpful to your 
cohort, or you can tailor it to your needs.

“If you want to thrive in today's economy, you must 
challenge the status quo and get the financial 

education necessary to succeed.”

– Robert Kiyosaki

Our Modules cover aspects such as personal finance, 
understanding the economy, and the basics of investing . 



Providing Financial Education 

Step 1: Method of delivery 
Sessions can be delivered in one visit. 

We can deliver the entire course as part of a full day of personalised, relevant 

and engaging training that provides a blend of theory and practical skills. 

These present information and ideas participants are expected to understand 
and be able to use, with some interaction with facilitators and Q&A session at the 
end. 

Step 2: Group size 

We provide workshops for various group sizes, as tailored to your specifics 

needs.

Step 3: Pricing 

Price is subject to the requirements of participating institutions.

Additional information
Session duration: approx. 60-120 mins. Facilitated by a network of subject matter 
experts. 

Multiple group bookings are eligible for discount. 

Cancellation Policy: Cancellations and changes made to scheduled deliveries incur costs to Economic Street. Any changes made less than two weeks in advance                   

will result in a                                           12.5%  charge  of the course fee per facilitator or, if less than three working days,   20% charge per facilitator.  

How the course is run 

The course covers 3 unique subjects, 

each tackling a key area of personal 

finance: income and spending; credit 

and debt management; saving and 

investing.

“An investment in knowledge always pays the best 
interest.”   –  Benjamin Franklin



Economic Street 

Making finance simple

Contact Us 
To make a booking visit our website or email:  
info@economicstreet.com 
www.economicstreet.com 
Kemp House, 152 City Road, London EC1V 2NX 

mailto:info@economicstreet.com
http://www.economicstreet.com/



